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THIS AD WILL NEVER APPEAR IN THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE,THE
CHICAGO SUN TIMES OR THE DAILY HERALD.THIS IS WHY…….

If you look through the archives of these papers, you’ll find stories about Dana Feitler, James Vanston, Mark Evans,
Lyn Weis, James Keniski and other murder victims who were either forced to give up their ATM card and PIN or make
withdrawals for their killers.  Over the years, I’ve repeatedly pitched a story to them about the overall extent of the
problem.  For years, they’ve rejected it.  How one forced ATM withdrawal and murder can be a story, but the accumulated
effect of all such murders isn’t can only be explained by three words:  Bank Advertising Dollars.

I got involved in this issue because I came up with the idea of a reverse emergency PIN system for ATM users.  I even
patented it, 16 years ago.  I’ll never make a penny off of it at this point.(That’s an Ayn Rand story in its own right.)  For
the last 10 years, what I’ve been doing is trying to expose the overall extent of the problem.  It’s very difficult to get data
because it requires the cooperation of the police.  My Freedom of Information Act requests to the Chicago Police
Department and the Illinois State Police were refused. Although requested of Governor Quinn and Attorney General
Madigan over five years ago, they have not yet acted.  Fortunately, the Rockford Police Department did.  Of 102
murders over a five year period in Rockford, 3 murders are directly connected to a forced withdrawal from an ATM.
(Victims’names on request.)  If that number holds true for the rest of the state, then in 2013, there were 20 or 21
murders in the state for the victim’s ATM card.  This doesn’t include the victims who didn’t carry ATM cards but were
attacked in the mere hope they did.  It doesn’t include victims who had ATM cards but for one reason or another no
ATM withdrawal occurred, such as the card was already maxed out or the victim was killed trying to flee. It does not
include victims who simply disappeared and the last clue to their whereabouts was a series of ATM withdrawals. If you
think this sounds unrealistic, better check out what they found in Jacksonville, Florida,  http://static.jacksonville.com/
adhub/1001693105-print.jpg and Memphis, Tennessee, http://www.wmcactionnews5.com/story/23857564/a-look-
ahead-protect-yourself-against-deadly-robberies-at-memphis-atms. 

The Chicago Police Department recommended that all violent crimes involving ATMs be tracked back in the early
1990’s in a formal report following the murder of Dana Feitler.  In 1993, the Chicago City Council passed anew
ordinance, Chapter4-305–060-(a)-ii which says “(a)Each operator of a remote service terminal shall maintain
records for each separate remote service terminal location….. (ii)Information on any criminal or threatening activity
occurring at the remote terminal site, such information obtained either through actual knowledge or through police
reports….(b) Each operator of a remote service terminal located in the City of Chicago shall file a copy of the records
to be maintained pursuant to subsection (a)(i) of this section with the clerk of the City of Chicago. These records must
be updated by a filing with or certification to the clerk of the City of Chicago made not less frequently than annually.”

The public was told that this meant that the city would be keeping track of forced ATM withdrawals like the one that
had cost Dana Feitler her life in 1989, just a month after Richard M Daley took office and just a month before Bill
Daley became a bank executive. What the public was not told was that it was not the police who were tracking the
crimes, but the ATM owners themselves, and they were not subject to any penalties if they failed to do so.  What that
means is some ATM owners report the data and some don’t. The City Clerk has no way of knowing.  Either way, it’s
useless to the police because it’s not kept by the police.   If you’re the head of marketing at Chase Bank for instance,
how many murders per year is good news for you?  You needn’t worry.  Joe Zingher is the only person trying to make
noise about this. 

It’s not like other people didn’t try to address the problem.  Since crimes are normally tracked by their state crime code
section, House Bill 4155 was proposed in 2005.  This would have made a forced ATM withdrawal a distinct felony and
allowed the police to track them like other crimes.  It was blocked by resistance from the banking industry.  Then there
was House Bill 1963, proposed in 2009.  Same story.  Then there was House Bill 3914 in 2011.  HB3914 was also
blocked by state senators Kirk Dillard, Dan Kotowski and John Mulroe on the claim that the punishment was too severe
and it was not CLEAR compliant, (meaning it would not track the problem). Both these claims were nonsense of course,
but it successfully keeps the public blind to the problem.  Shortly after proposing a bill for the second time that would
expose the problem, Representative Constance Howard (D) was charged with a political corruption crime by the FBI,
which was the exact same thing that happened to US Rep Mario Biaggi (D) after proposing HR785 in 1987.  What a
coincidence, eh?  Bad things seem to keep happening to people who propose tracking this problem and helping the
police.  

So, what does all this mean?   It means that because the crime pattern was not tracked, serial killers like Bruce Mendenhall,
Illinois’most prolific living serial killer, were able to avoid arrest.  Police in City A were unable to connect their crime to  a
case in City B which would have allowed them to compare evidence and make an arrest before another murder occurred
in City C.In short, the banking industry is ordering the government to look the other way.

This is what happens when “corporations are people.”
For more information on this, go to http://atmsafetypin.com or email me at jpzingher@atmsafetypin.com.


